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Centersphere
Your first stop at Cartoon Orbit. Have a look around, get the latest scoop and choose your next
destination from this convenient home page.
Featured cToons
Grab these cToons while they're hot!
cZone Spotlight
Use these pull-down bars to make your way to the top cZones of the week.
What's New
Check here for special messages about Orbit events and happenings.
Take a Poll
Every week you'll get a chance to voice your opinion on a wide range of important (and
not-so-important) topics.
cMart
cMart is your cToon superstore, so shop 'til you drop! The first page will always reveal this
week's Featured cToon. By clicking the tabs behind the Featured cToon, you can search for
them: By Show, By Character, By Points, By Type, By Prop, By Set, and cToon Worlds. Each
world in Cartoon Orbit has its own main page.
Use these buttons to get there:
Townsville - Formed eons ago by a spectacular collision of sugar, spice and everything
nice, Townsville shines in the night sky with a unique pink hue.
Dexter's Laboratory - Home to the boy genius himself, Dexter's Laboratory is
chock full o' Bunsen burners, vials of bubbling green liquid and all sorts of mechanical
doohickeys.
Scooby Doo - Notable for natural resources such as Scooby Snacks and Malt Shops,
visitors to Scooby World are often seen roving the landscape in colorful utility vehicles
known as Mystery Machines.
Bedrock - Despite its boulder-strewn surface, Bedrock boasts all the luxuries and
locations of modern prehistoric life, from the Polarock camera to the masto-vacuum.
Cartoon Networld - Cartoon Networld is a sunshine playground for the top cartoon
stars, many of whom call it home. It is a first-rate retreat with many pleasing amenities.
My cZone
A cZone is the part of Cartoon Orbit that belongs to you. You own it! You build it! Everything in it
is YOURS!
My cTrades
If any Orbiters have submitted trades for your approval, you'll find them here.
My cToons
Each cToon you collect is stored in an inventory that you can access by clicking here.
Get cToons
A quick click here will whisk you away to cMart.
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cZone Search
Search for other cZones by first letter, by keyword, By cRing, By World, By Points and By
Votes.
Suggest/Join a cRing
Do you like ponies? Maybe you're crazy about science. A cRing is a group of Orbiters united by
a shared hobby. By clicking the cRing icons displayed here, you can find Orbiters who like the
same things you do!
My Profile
Here you can change your face, your world, your password and your e-mail address if you so
desire.
Toonomics
If you're confused about Cartoon Orbit's point and trading system, click here for a detailed
explanation. Toonomics is a little like economics, but a lot more fun!
About This World
Clicking here will provide you with a brief, witty history of each Cartoon Orbit world.
My Favorites
If you like someone else's cZone, click here to add them to your Buddy List or give them a vote
for top cZone of the week. The Buddy List allows you to see if your friends are logged in. If they
are, click "follow" to go where they are.
See Orbit
Click here to embark on a spectacular journey through the inner workings of Cartoon Orbit.
Learn to Orbit
Whether you're seeking a refresher course or just trying to stay ahead, go here for a personal
tutorial by none other than Professor Utonium.
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